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                            A New Generation of Leadership

                          

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          
                            Denver is ready for a new generation of leadership. Innovation, accountability, transparency and inclusiveness are the foundation of a  great city. Now, more than ever, we need leaders with the experience, the vision and the courage to build a culture of inclusiveness that  brings people together. As I begin my campaign for mayor, I look forward to meeting you, hearing your story and working together to make a difference in Denver's future.

                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

          
          
            
              
               
               
               
              
              
                
              

              
                
                  
                    I’m thrilled to support Jamie, she is thoughtful, focused, a consensus builder, and tough when needed. Jamie has worked directly with communities through hard changes and will be the visionary we need

                    
                      -Fiona Arnold, Former Executive Director of Colorado Office of Economic Development
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                    In Jamie’s time in Denver, she has worked collaboratively to find the best solutions for all. She works proactively and diligently to get things done. I support Jamie 100% in the race for Mayor.

                    
                      -Sonia Danielsen, RiNo resident and property owner
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                    Denver is a great city ready for a great mayor. Jamie Giellis is that mayor.

                    
                      -Susan Barnes-Gelt, Cityzen
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                    Jamie always does what she says she’s going to do and does it with integrity and creativity. She’s accomplished a great deal in her time in Denver. I’ve never met anyone with her influence and ability

                    
                      -Chris Riedl, Community First Commercial Real Estate 
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                    Jamie is the forward-thinking leader that Denver needs at this critical time. She has consistently delivered in demanding public roles with a thoughtful approach to city building and people in general

                    
                      -Kyle Zeppelin, President of Zeppelin Development
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                    Jamie possesses many qualities that make her the right person for Mayor. Her internal compass is set with integrity as her north, she has a heart for service, and she has the ability to inspire.

                    
                      —Paul Tamburello, Generator, Little Man Ice Cream
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                    Jamie is a thoughtful and collaborative listener searching out the best opinions and analysis. Not afraid to make courageous decisions in the best interests of the people of Denver.

                    
                      —Dennis Gallagher, Former City Auditor
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                              [image: Young girls, the leaders of tomorrow, need us to leave them a better Denver, one in which they can feel safe to raise their families. Last night, at a house party in Park Hill , these young ladies and their parents talked to me about mental health and gun violence concerns among other things. #alltogethernow #jamiefordenver #peoplefirst]
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                                Excited to be the guest speaker for the upcoming Women in Localization event on 12/5! I’ll be discussing my career… https://t.co/I9YJAm37c7
                              
Nov 13, 2019, 8:42 PM
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                                Two families, seven sets of helping hands, 35 bags of leaves! It was such a pleasure to meet you Phyllis and we’re… https://t.co/o1UVI9B0g1
                              
Nov 9, 2019, 11:36 AM
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                                Starting the day out right volunteering together as a family for A Little Help! It’s a gorgeous day and we’ll be ar… https://t.co/Fhm7bridto
                              
Nov 9, 2019, 8:24 AM
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Sep 15, 2019, 6:31 PM
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                                👇 https://t.co/zfcVCydoIg
                              
Sep 4, 2019, 7:02 AM
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                                My deepest sympathies go out to John’s wife and family and to the Colorado Politics team. John and I got to know ea… https://t.co/Q9eWhhkph2
                              
Aug 5, 2019, 9:51 PM
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                  Sign up to receive news and updates on Jamie’s campaign for Mayor of Denver.
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                  1321 South Broadway
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